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JD105 Ghost Boo  
 

1. Hoop felt in your hoop with a piece of tear away stabilizer.  There are some really 
great felt pieces out now – glitter, glow in the dark etc.  Have fun! 

 

 
2. Attach hoop to your machine.  First color is BLACK.  You may want to use black 

bobbin thread also.  This is optional.  Sew out First Color.  This is the background 
color of the letters. 

3. Change to the color Orange.  This is the top color of the word BOO 
4. Change to the color Black.  This will sew the bottom satin stitch and the eyes and 

mouth.  A stop is issued after this. 
5. Take the hoop out of the machine. Place a piece of felt under the hoop.  If the felt 

has a right side, this will face down.  



 
6. Carefully place the hoop back on your machine.  You can now finish sewing the 

Ghost. 
7. When the Ghost is complete, take the hoop off of the machine  

 
8. Remove the Ghost from the hoop. 
9. Trim the Ghost around the satin stitch. 
 
You are now ready to display your Ghost.  These Ghosts will stand with empty spools 
of thread placed in the opening.  



 
 
Fun Ideas: 

• Hide the salt and pepper with these Ghosts - make a Black Ghost and a White 
Ghost 

• Use them for party favors and place over bubbles 
• Fun place setting markers for your table 
• String them with black yarn and make garland 

 
Most of all HAVE FUN! 
 
It is a violation of copyright law to sell, trade, copy, transfer or share with friends or send 
by e-mail copies of these designs.  
 
Designs may be stitched onto items for sale or for gifts.  These designs are not intended 
for mass production.  Designs may not be modified. 
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